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• ,i;THE COMPLEMi'jTARITY

OF

CLAS5ICAL AND STATISTICAL INVESTICiAIOliS 

A review of the main points that have been

made will prove, perhaps, the most expeditious introduc-

tion to the problem of the present chapter,

Our study of human intelligence begen from an

account of the psychological aspects of insight. It turned

to geometrical defieitions as products of insight and thence

to the re-definitions that result from higher vieveoints.

The ergueent then twisted to the queer type of insight that

grasps that he eeerstanding of given data or of the answer

to a given question consists in enderstending that there is

nothing to be understood. Finally, fveame-elt---erietutetec,...et

P
	 there raF p'fected a generalization

that acknowledged	 all data an empirical residue from which

intelligence always abstracts.

The second chapter sritched to insights in

the field of empirical science. After a brief contrast be-

tween mathematical and scientific developments of under-

standing, attention centered on the origin of the clues

that form the first moment of insight. It was seen that by

taa. im6{;
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inquiring, intelligence anticipates the'act of understand-

ing for which it strives. The content of that anticipated

act can be designated heuristically. The properties of the

anticipated and designated content constitute he clues in-

telligence -evoloys to guide itself towards discovery. Fin-

ally, since there are not only direct insights thet under-

stand what is to be understood but also the queer type of

insights that understsnd that there is nothing to be under-

stood, heuristic structsres fall into tvo groeps, namely,

the classical and the statisticsl. A classical heuriztic

structure is intellijent anticipation of the systematic-

and-abstract. A statistical heuristic structure is intelli-

gent anticipation of the systematic-end-abstract setting a

boundary or norm from rThiCh the concrete cannot systematic-

ally diverge.

Of themselves, heuristic structures are empty.

They anticipate a form that is to be filled. No just as the

form cnn be anticipated in its general properties, so also

cen the process of filling be anticipated in its general

properties, There exist, then, eanons of empirical method.

If insight is to be into data, there is a canon of selection.

If insights into data accu ulate in a circuit of presenta-

tions, insights, formulations, experiments, new presenta-

tions, there is a caeon of operations. If apelied science

involves ineights into materials, purposes, ageuts, and

tools, then pure sciente, as prior to applied, will be con-

cerned solely with the immanent intelligibility of data and

so will be subject to a canon of releveni2e. If pure science
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goes beyond the data inasmuch as it grasps their immanent

intelligibility, still it adds to the data no more than that

intelligible content; there results a canon of parsimony,

which excludes any affirmation that goes beyond what can be

verified in the data. If some data are to be underetood,

then all are to be understood; the scientific goal is the

understanding of all phenomena, and so rciereti:Ic method is

subject to a canon of complete eeplanationt it follcres that

no exceptioe is to be made for experienced extensions or for

experienced lumtions; and this conclusion implies a shift

from a Galilean to an Einsteinian vieeepoint. Yinally, though

all data are to be explained, it remains that certain aspects

of all data are explained in the queer fashion already noticed.

There exist statistical residues, for the totality of the sys-

tematic in abstract, the abstract is eenlied to the concrete

only by the addition of further determinations arid, from the

nature of the case, the further determinations cannot be sys-

temetically releted to (le another.

Nov this here enumeration of the points that

have been made in our first three chapters confronts us with

a problem. Both the heuristic structures of Science and the

canons of empirical method involve a duality* Besides gras7-

ing the intelligibility iemanent in data in a positive fashion,

human int7d1i ,l(!e also grasps a domination of the concrete

by the ab tract -LA - systematic. However, though one admits

this duality	 a fact, one still may ask ehether it is ul-

timate, thether classical and statistical inquiries are iso-

lated or related procedures, -ehetner they lead to isolated
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or related rcerellts. Aa answer to these questions is sought

in the present chapter, and it falls into three parts.

First, it will be advanced that classical and

statistical investigations are complementary as types of

knowing. In their heuristic anticipations, in their pro-

cedures, in their formulations, in their differences of

abstractness, in their verification, and in their domains

of data,. each will be shown to complement anl to be comple-

mented by the other.

Secondly, besides the compleeentarity in ?..lowing,

there is e eo121,mentariV in the to-be-knoen. Vhether one
nnA

likes.itoe let, eee-ietic structures and MO4e4vAa canons,

constitute all a priori. They settle in advance 	 eeral

determinetions, not merely of tne activities of knoeing,

but also of the content to be known. Just as Aristotle's

notions on science and method resulted in his cosmic hierar-

chy, just as tile Galilean reduction of secondary to primary

qualities necessitated a mechanist determieism, so too our

simultaneous affirmation of both classical and statistical

investigations involves a world view, That is thtt view?

Thirdly, there is a clarificetioa t-Mt results

from contrest. Accordingly, after endeavoring to determine

the world view, to which one commits oneself by accepting

the heuristic structures and the canons of empirical method,

there are set forth its differences from the world view*

Aristotle, Giellleo, Darwin, and contemporary indeterminists.

-132-
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First, the heuristic anticipations of classical

and of statistical procedures are complementary. For the
a

systematic and the non-sytematic are the contrdictory alter-
A

natives of a dichotomy, Inquiry of the clnssical type is an

anticieation of the syetemetic. Inquiry of the statistical

type is ae anticipetion of the non-syetematic. 'Joe th rela-

tions betteen data must be either systematic or non-system-

atic. It follows that in any gi-en cse either the classical

or the statistical anticipetien must be correct.

Tv.o corollaries follow.

The first is the openness of empirical method.

The mere fact of inquiry is itself a presupposition) for it

implies that there is romething to be knotn by understand-

ing the 1.e.ta. LteAl this presupposition is inevitable, for it

marks the (iifferouce betteen the sci.entific anr3 the non-scien-

tific attitudes to experieece. Moreover, this presupposition

is minimal. For it does not determine a priori whether any

selected range of data is to be reduced to system in the
e4t.	 er4.4.	 4-4 et.e..4.04,...r...444,. 6

classical feshion or0he concrete diverges non-systematic-

ally from systematic expectations.

The second corollary is the relevance of empir-

ical method. For empirical method. is a matter of trial and

error, and the olly way to settle whether a riven aggre-

gate of observations are or are not reducible to system is

to formulate both hypotheses, work out their implications,

and test the implications against observed results.

re.e4434,21 );002,1evecl,"
ilext, classical and statistical investigations

are complem.!ntary procedures. For they seperate systematic-
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ally and non -systematically releted data, anel the isolation

of either type is a step towards the determination of the

other.

Vith suc4 separation everyone is familiar Then

it is effected physically by experimentation . As has been

seen, the aim of the experimenter is to isolate a definable

conjunction of elements and to exhibit their operitions as

they occur then uninfluenced by extraneous fectors.

Again, physicel separation i. not aledys possible,

and then, onc attempts to do by thought what one caiLlot achieve

by deed. In this fashion, as soon a a science	 made some

progress, it invokes its kaown laws ie seeking the determiea-

tion of the unknown. Thus, once Boyle's law is keown, one

assumes it in determining Charles' law; once both are keorn,

ono assumes both ia determining Gay-Lussac's la. Similarly,

in all departments, keova laes are employed to guide exper-

iment, to eliminate the consileration of what already has been

explaned, uid to provide preel,Tes for th interpretation of

observed resUts.

Lioreover, such separation, elether physical or

mental, is not confined to classical laws. All lars belong

to a single complemeatary field. For this reason it has been

possible to invoke the laws of probable errors and thereby

to eliminete a non-systematic component in observations and

measurements. In like manner, Mendells statistical law's of

macroscopic, genetic characters led to the postulation of

microscopic entities named genes; to each gene was assigned,

on the classical model, a single, determinate effect and

manifestation; geJes with incompatible effects wore classified
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as dominant and recessive; and so statistical combinations

of classically conceived genes became the explanation of non-

syetematic, macroscopic phenomena.

The reader may be surprised that we lamp together

the laws of prabable errors wad the Mendelian laws of hered-

ity. But fnam our view-4point they belong together. In both
aa

cases a compoaeat in the data is brought unler law. In both

cases the discovery of the law grounds a mental separation

of the component, subject to kilown law, from other components

still to be determined. In both cases this mental separation

opens the way to the determination of further lass. In both

cases, finally, it is the discovery of a statistical law that

grounds the mental separation and that can lead to the dis-

covery no less of classical than of statistical laas.

This compleaestarity of classical and statist-

ical procedures has an important corollary. For the erperi-

mental, physical exclasion of extraneous factors is not al-

ways posaible. When it is not, there exists the alternative

of discovering the law of the ertraneous factor and then

allowins for its iefluence in interpreting one's result, Now

the coro1lar71 to anich we would drar attention, is that

statistical Is 	 can be employed in this fashion to the de-

termination of classical laws. For knowledge of statistical

laws enables one to separate mentally the non- systematic

component in the data and so it leaves one free to investigate

the remaining systematic component.

It will be asked, then, whether the statist-

ical investigations of Quantum Mechanics may be expected to
aTs

prepare tho way for a later resurseeco of classical thought
- 135 -
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in the field of subatomic physics.

Th13 question is, I think, ambiguous. One may

mean a return to the former type of classical thought with

its imaginable models, its belief in the universal possibil-

ity of imaginative synthesis, its affirmation of a mechanist

determinism, and its concept of explanation as the reduction

of secondary to primary qualities. On the other hand, it is

pmesInc to spnek of "classical" tholght in a transposed and

analogous nnze. In that case, on  rrould grant to imagination

a notable Li pistic value, fo.r im;4;es supply the materials

for iusignts; Vat, at tIF.: same time, one 'r,ou.1:1 deny to un-

verified amid unvevifiable imaL;es any repres,Intative value:

classical laws would be conceived as abstract, the abstrac-

tion uoAd be.conceived as enricniug, and so full knovledge

of classical laws voold not preclude the existnce of

statistical residues.

Once this distinction is dra,:n our answer

to the foregoing question becomes obvious. In the light of

the canons of complete explanation, of parsimony, and of

statistical residues, we cannot expect any return to the older

type of classical thought. Again, in the same.-) light, we must

expect Quantum Mechanics, if interpreted statistically, to

open thu way to a new developmnt of "classical" thought in

a trampod	 analogous sense. Indeed, Paulits exclusion

principle p.vovidJs a premistfor the dete,latation of the

states of 'electrons in atoms; and while changes of these

states seem to occur statistically, still the series of states

is as regular an systematic as the periodic table of chemi-

cal elemnts.	 Lindsay %rid Marolau, pp. 49).
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It likelike manner, one might note classical tendencies in the

discovery of new sufe,4atoreic eatities over en1 above the

more familiar electrons, protons and neutrons.

1.3 (4'4124- 	 T irdly, doseicel en.1 stetistioal formuletioes
r/

are) complementary. For cleeAcal formletions regard con-

jugates, enich are verified oily in evettts. And statistical

formuletions regard events, which are defined only by con-

jugates.

The dependcmce of elassical upon statistical

fomulation comes to light, when one probes into the meaning

of the classical proviso , other things being equal. what are

the other things? In whet:does their equality consist? These

questions caneot	 given an anever that is both detailed anl

systematic. For r,ile proviso, which limits classical la s, is

effectively any relevant pattern of a diverging series of

conditions. Such series vary tith circumstances, and the

aggregete of petterns of such series is beth enormous and

non-systemetic. In other words, claeeical laws tell ehat

would happen if conditions were fulfilled; statistical laws

tell how often conditions are fulfilled; and so the phrase,

other things being equal, amounts to a vague reference to the

statistical residues, whtch.are the province of the comple-

mentary statistical laws.

The invora dependence of statistical upon

classicel formulations comes to light, when one asks Which

statistical investigations possess scientific significance.

Thus, anyone wolU ackeovledge a difference in such signifi-

cance betwqen det!ermieing the frequency of red hair in trom-

bone 71Etyrs a:11,. c) the other heed, luasuring t'rF! intensity
- 137 -
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of line sp2tra.. Ii either case one arrives at a number that

may be reirrded as an actual frertuencvlbut it is not apparent

that in both cases one has an equal chance in contributing

to the advance of science For the advate of sciece is

secured by operating in the light of present knovlelge and

towards tha solution of well-formulated problems. As soon as

any departmint of science has passed beyoncl its initial stages,

it begins to desert the expresFions of ordinary languAge and

to inent tecnnical terms of its own. Such tichnical terms

have their origin in the correlations that have been found

• significant; they are or, in some fshion, they depend upon

what re have named pure cojugates. Accordingly, inarauch as

tho statistical investi:Tator proceeds in the light of acquirld

knowledge and towards the solution of well-formulated pr&lems,

he will hi lA to 1.e.fine eveht by appealing, directly or in-

directly, to tJhc. p i e coAugatefi that Eire implicit In class-

ical lars,

hov.ever, the reAer my ask xhether thi view

can be rejarde a5 definitive. It is true enough that dne

scientific clasifcations	 definition::, of the present 	 •

are dependent on th ,. dif:ccvery and formulation of classical

Jaws, But may one not expect thLt a fuller developmAnt of

statiFtical inquiry Till result in the inplicit defitlition

of technical terms by stati:tical Lul riot classical laws?

Valle there seem to be those that rold anser

this queStion affirmatively, I cannot see my way to agreeing

AtAl, them. My reaon runs as follows. The aa&:ver4 "Yes" to a

quef;tion for reflection obtains a determinate meaning only'

by reve-tthg from the "Yes" to 1.h,11 clutIon and to its origin
- 138 -
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in the descriptive or explanatory anewer ton quetiOn tor

intelligence. Aow tha event, the navening, the occurring,

corresponds to the bare "Yes". To say what happens, :het

occurs, one must raise 	 eeetion thet caneoLbe annTored

be a nos" or a Wo", Oae must aepeal eitner to the exper—

iential coljogates of de •cription or to the '2era coajegates

of exelaeaion. On this ehowing, then, one celeot expect

events to generkete their oen 	 aey :uore than one

can expc-t	 o!! "No" to r.:,ettle what ie affirmel or

Finally, if yeents caaeot uleerate their Tel definitiees, then,

frequancies of ....events caneot do so; for t4eve seams no reason

to expect that different types f events must have iifferant

numericel frequencies or, indeed, that the numerical frequencies

could ser'ee to speJ.fy the kinae of events to which one wishes

to refer,'

There is, then, a coeplementarity of classical

and steistical foreeletions. For if statistical formulations

are to be streeificant contribltiens to the advance of science,

they will appea to the experieetitl and elre conjuEtAes of

clesdcel clasifiations aeJ Cefieitione. Inversely, the con-

jugetee of classical formeltions 	 verifiable eely in

statistically occurrinc events end their imleanence in statist-

ical residoes IF revealed by the proviso, "other things be—

ing equal".

It eiey not be out of place to coecluele this sub—

section by clarifying a slight puzzle, It is true enough that

statistical lays also are immauent in statistical residues,

- 139 -
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and so hold on(ler the general proviso, "other things being

equal". If "P followe	 has the probability, pfq, still there

are conditions for the occurrence of the occasion, Q, and

it is only when these conditions are fulfilled that the pro-

bability, p/q, is verifiable . The frequeecy of such ful-

filment might be telicted by saying that "Q follows 1;," has

the probability, y/r, so that one statieticel lae weuld be

dependent on another. Still this interedep7adence of statist-

icel lees, rhile true enough, is beside our present point.

It'ie no Tay invalidates the significent ceeteetion that the

dependence of classical upon statistical foreuletions is re-

veled by till Proviso, "Other tatues being equal".

Aidele, rYgdecote-e.
FIIITUIIY, there is a complementarity in

modes of ate. trentien.

Classical heuristic procedure rests on the

assumption that to some extent the relations beteeen data

are systematic, and it devotes its efforts te determine just

what those systematic relatiees are.

Stetistical heuristic procedure rests on an

assumption of non-sytemeric releione and it aims at deter-

mining an ideal frequency fro :hich actual frequencies

may diverge but only-am-systematically.

In both C&SeS the roselt ebtained ie abstract.

For the classical lew e:spresents the systematic and prescinds

from the noe-gystematic. On the other bawl, the statistical

law represents, not the actual frequeucy of actuel events,

but the ideal frequency from rhich actual frequencies diverge,

-140-
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Noe vhile both types of law are abstract, still their

modes of ebetereetion differ.. The classical la v is coacerned

simply eith tee systemetic; it dieregards the non- systematic.
Ln

The statistical la'., on the contrary, aseumes the non-sys-

tematic as a premisx. By itself, of course, soch a premis%

could yield ne cenclecioes such es th 	hstracts ideal, uni-

versal frequencies named probabilities. .V4hat concerns the

statisticel inqeirer is, then, neither the purely syctematic,

nor the purely non-systematic, but the systematic bS setting

ideal limits from ehich the non-syetematic cannot diverge

systematically.

Clearly, these two mode' of ebetraction are com-

plementary. In its first movomeet, inquiry aims Et determin-

ing the systolatic component in data; in its eeeond movement,

ineeiry turns to the more concrete task of deeermielag the

manner in rhich the systemetic co,eeonent in data molerates

the noti-eyt,teetic. The complete vise reeelts oely from the

combineteon of the two movements, and so the two are com-

plementary.

There is eelotneV aspect to tilts complemaatarity.

The systeekatic relatioes, with Yhieh classicel inquiry is

concerne, mainly are the reletions of thinges eot to our

senses, but to one another. In so fur as th relations of

things to one another are considered in the al:etnect and

so as independent of their relatioes to our euses, there

arises a erieciple of equivalence for all senses since all

equally are abstracted from. On the other hand, statistical

laws deal, not simply with occasions anl events, but with

obeervable occaeions and obeerveble e;eets. Thy are not,

1/1
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in principle, independent of the relations of things to our

sensee, and they caneot be subjected to a full orleciele

of equivalence. There follows the already mentioned formal

opposition betTeen Walt= Y.echanies, interpreted stetistic-

ally, and Geaeral Reletivity: the two theories rey lord with

the same th!,.nces, b,et they ,!?v 1 ei.th them frem ralically

different viewpoints; they are complealeatary in so far as

Geeerai iielativity is concer.lied with thire;s as independent

of their relatiow to our senees while Quantum Mechanics

viers thiaes le e 1.ener that includee those relations.(Cf,

Chapter 111,6,44 ).

1.5.	 Fifrhly, claseicel end stetistical laws are

complementary in treir vorificetion. Thie mey be eteted

rougly by eeying that clessical lee.e determine whet rould

happen if conditiaae wore fulfilled, while etetistical laws

determine how often one may expect cenditions to be fulfilled.

However, a fuller aceeurt of this complementarity mey be

given by showing holy the determinntion of either classical

or statistical lave leaves room for the deterninetion e the

other.

Thus, • if one were to suppose exact and complete

keorlet;e of all lissicel lays, one woeld not preclude the

possibility of the verification of statisticel lays. For a

set of classical laws, say P, weuld be eeact eel complete,

if there lere no possibility of replacing them by some differ-

ent set, soy Q. ic)11 there would be no possibility of replac-

ing P by Q, if there were no systematic divergence between

the data and the set of laws, P; for the 17ets, P and Q, differ

,c52c,;z0a  
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as laze aai so differ systematically; end so the verifica-

tion of the set, Q, in place of the set, P, supposes a sys-

tematic divergence betreen the set, P, and the data. Finally,

though there is no systenatic divergence betveen the set, Pt

and the data, there can be a non-systemetic divergence that

would provide tho fiAd for th. e investigation and verifica-

tion of statistical lavs.

Lgain, as has been seen (Cf. Chapter Iir , 6),

exact and complete knoviedge of classical lees not merely can

leave room for pessible statistical investigation hut also

muot do so. For such exact and eomplote knorledge told em-

brace all the systematic relations between determinate data

none the leee, seen knowledge would be abstract and so in

need of furier determinattons to be applied to concrete

tastances; it follows that the further deerr!inetions cannot

be systematically related to one another i end so t4164 there

must be a field for statistical lars.

Finelly, statistical investieations in

their turn have no genuine teelency to totalitarian aspira-

tions. For besides stketistical prediction, thcre exist the

0

	

	 fully accurate predictions that are exenelified by astronomy

and that rest oa the existence of schemes of recurrence.

Moreover, the iatelligeht meaner of making these predictions

is to analyAe the schemes into their compoaent classical laws.

Corrnicus corrected Ptol emy' s imaginative slleme: Kilqer

corrctA the ctrele5 of ColY:rniens: but it was Neeeton that

worked out the underlying las aai Laplace that revealed the

periodicity of te planetary system. From that discovery of

- ;43 -
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laws tile great movement of tholght, naled modcen eclence,

recede, d its rot poeerful coafirmation. It did so beeauee

it endsd, at least or two mete ie, the :ore comelon -111man

tendency to spe0, lot of pr.eciee lees, but of th, coemon run

of elelets or tie ordinary coerse of leture. At the present

moment, th,7, erefoen1	 nifteeeel of stetieticel lees is

comim to	 7eit if this uew movement is not to degener-

ate into ee old telei about that comonly happens, it must

retain 1t coeteet eith the empirically established precision

of classical formuletioe. For stetistical lees are of no

greater scientific sienificence then th? definitions of the

events whose frequencies they determiee; unless these defini-

tions are determined scieetifically, statistical thought

lapses into prqtpcientific insignificance.

Coem	 „Daft._ E..
LI	 Siythly, ,lassical and etatistical laws

are colplementary in their domains. of :late. By this is meant,

not that some data are explained by claseical lees and other

data by stetistieal laws, but rather thet certain aspects of

all data receive the classical type of exp-lanation "hue

other aepents of the same data are explained alone statist-

ical

As has been seen (Cr. Chapter 11,2.1) ),

the elassicel heuristic assumption As that simllers are simil-

arly understood. Consequeetly, preliminary cleseifications

are based on similarityto sense. However, the scientist is

interestad in the relations of'thinrs, not to our senses,

but to one another. Accordingly the preliminary classifica-
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tions are superseded by the emerzeoce nd de velopment of

techn1cP1 te;.mF; f.ht are derived, not from sensible simil-
oR,

arity, but from	 ilarities of constant vrtd,regularly vary-

ing proport,io::.: and la the limit there are reched what

we have named pure conjw:atos, that 1 , terms implicitly de-

fined by the ernp44cal1y established correlations in which

they occur.

to account for data aL: silailar is not to

account for data :LI all their aspects. Each riatur4 is just

this inst::ace of te given. It ..lerges ithin a continuous

!wqifold. It is in a particular place 	 at a partic'31ar

time. It occurs rarely or frequently. 72107 these al;pocts of

all data are disregarded in explanation of th(,, classical

type. The law of the lover tells us notiling about the fre-

que:lcy of	 about the places 	 tney are to be found,

aboqt the times nt which thei function, lie:Ice, ex?laqations

of the clatcal type, have to complemeated by explanations

of a fortL-r, diffclent type.

:ior is it difficult to ?ea, at leant in some

general fashion, that statistical laTs can provide the com-

plementary explaaatioa. For the ,-,:oneral form of the statist-

ical l- is that on o occurrences of tha occasion, Pp there

tend to be o occurrT/ces of the eveat, 	 the occasion,

P, is itself an event or a combination of events. In either

case it will possess its probajAlity. In like	 the

occasions on ?.hich P is probable, 1l1 have their probability,

and so there arises an indefilaite regress of Probabilities

from events of t:L: type, Q. More i;•acrally, for events of any

type, X, there are corresnAing 	 rir,ite regresses of pro-
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babilities.

Nor, it is not immediately apparent that such

regresses csa be combined into a single view. But it suffices

for present perposas to remark that, were such a combination

possible, one solid be os the way to attaining a statistical

explanation of data ia their nar.7.:bers aid in their spatio-

temporal distribution. To invoke osly the sisplest considera-

tions, low probabilities are offset by large numbers of occa-

sions, so that that is probable only once on a million occa-

sions, is to be expected a million timsls os a million million

occasions. In like manner, the rarity of occasions is offset

by long intervals of time, so that if o c ca sions arise only

once in a million years, still tSey are a thousend times

In. a thousand million years. At ogee there emerges the ex—

plasatory significsnce of statistical lass. Thy are tire

In the world of our experience such vast numbers aril such

enormous intsrvals of time? Because probabilities are low,

numbers have to bs large; because occasions are rare, time

intervals hive to be long.

By itself, this is a very modest conclusion.

Still, though the achievement is quite negligible, the

potentialities are extremely significant, Statistical laws

possess a capacity to generate explanation. Their heuristic

assumption is simply that the non-systematic cannot diverge.

systematically from the systematic. But this incapacity for

systematic divergence, when combined with large numbers and

long intervals of time, is equivalent toe positive tendency;
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to an intelligible oreler, to an effective thrust, that is no

less
A	

Atilan the rigorous conclesioas based on class-

ical live. In other words, probability is one thing, and

chance is another. Probability is an ideal norm that, for

all its ideality, is concretely successful in the lo/v run.

Chance is merely the aon-systematic divergence of actual fre-

quencies from the ideal frequencies named probabilities,

Chance ex-r)lains nothing. It pertains irretrievably to the

merely empirical reeidue, to the aspects of data from which

intelligence always abstrects. But probability is an

it is, es it were, res cled from the rrerely empir-

ical residue by the roundveabout device ih which inquiring

intelligence sets up the heuristic anticipations of the

statistical typl of investieation.

1,7 	 e have been coneilering the complementarity

of claseical ml statistical investigations as forme of

knorieg. Te have fluud such compleeantarity to exist at each

of the steges or compnnints of the process of inquiry. There

is the claseical heuristic anticiption of the svtemetic;

there is the complementary statistical heuristic anticipation

of the non-systematic, Next, to determine either a classical

or a statistical law is to prepare the way for tho determina-

tion of berthor lees of either type: for both classical and

stattetical lar.'s pertain to a sinle coveleinentary field,

and to 'tear' either is to effect a mental separation betreen

types of data that hive been acooTintad for and tynes that

still remain to be explained. Thirdly, there is a complemen-
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tarity of fosesslationsl the experiential tnd cure conjugatss

of cles,Acel las can be verified only in events; the events
feetAwkt6Arsi4

occur only if •ener things are equal; sed the 94413.314.t.yA434.

other things amounts to au unconscious acklovledgemoet of

the non-systematic aurogate of patterns of divergieg series

of conditions. Inversely, as conjugates are verified only in

events, so events are clefined only by conjugates, and statist-

ical las of events ca u nossess scientific significance only

in the measure that they employ defilitions generated by

classical procedures. Fourthly, there is a complenentarity

in modes of abstraction; classical lass regsrd the systematic

in abstraction from the non-systemstic, the rslatione of

things to ose another in abstraction from their relations to

our senses; but statistical laws consider the syetematic as

setting boelds to the non-Systematic ail they are cenfined

to the obs•evelsle events that include a relation to our senses.

Fifthly, tns two types of law ere coeulementary in their

verification: eeact and complete ksoeledge of classical lars

cannot successfully invade the field of statistical laws;

and statistical investigations are confronted with Twulsr
0.

recurrences that admit explantions of the classical tYpe.

Finally, there is complemeetarity in the aspects of data ex-

plained by the different tyoes of isms; data as similar are

explained on classical lines; but their numbers and their dis-

tributions become intelligible only by some synthesis of

statistical considerations.

-
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2.0	 Just as the first part of this chapter was

devoted to exhibitim the comploffleatarity of classical and

of stati::ti	 inve,stigcntions from the vier47oint of know-

ing, so no' the	 cond part is to be ,7:!irected to the deter-

minations of tho correspmading complementarity from the view-

point of that is to be known. For kno-:.inc, ani knorn, if they

are not an identity, at least stand in some correspondence

and, as the kno'Nn is reched oily through knov:ing, 7.tructural

features of the one arc bound to be reflected In the other,

Aristotle's worl4v1er stemmed from his distinction between

the necessary lays of t,i1 h-?.;Jverlly bodies and the contingent

laws of things on this earth. Mechanist deteriluism had its

scientific basis in the Galilean concept of Tt.planation as

the reduction of seconlary to primary qualities. In similar

fashion some parallel tmplication carrot be avoided by any

fully consctous methodology and so, if we are not to play the .

ostrich, rie must face the question, that worl4vie7 is in-

volved by our ciffirmation of both clsA.c1 ani statistical

laws. .

Lidio, Av.-
2.1/,	 Certain general charL,cteristics of our

position may be ind1cat7A

In th first place, it will be concerned

with the intelligibility immanent in the universe of our ex-
0 perience. For it will be a conclusion from the structure of

empirical method and, by the canon of relevance, empirical

method is confined to determining such immanent intelligibil-

ity. Hence, we shall have nothing to say in this chapter
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about the end or purpose of this universe, about the mater-

ials froe thlen it was fashioned, about the principal or

instrumental agents responsible for it. Our efforts will be

limited to determining the immanent design or order cherecter-

istic of a universe in which both classical and statistical

lees obtain.

In the second place, our account of this design

or order will be generic. A specific ac aunt would have to

draw upon the content of the empiricel sciences. It would

have to appeal, not to classical and statistical laws in

general, but to the precise lars that can be empirically es-

tablished. Our sccoent, on the other hand, will rest not on

the results of scientific investigations but simply and sole-

ly upon the dynamic structure of inquiring intelligence.

Accordingly, if in the coe.rse of the exposition any perticular

scientific coeclusions are invoked, their function will be

not determinative but merely illustrative. Just as mechanist

determinism •as been a worldiwiew that is independent of the

precise content of classical lave, so too, our objective is

a similarly generic structure that is compatible not only

with present classical and statistical laws but also with

their future revisions.

In the third place, our account of the design

or order of this universe vill be relatively invariant. The

content of the natural sciences is a variable. There has been

the science of the Renaissance. There has been the science

of the Enlightenment. There is the ecience of today. There

will be the successive stages of scientific development in
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the future. But knitting together these diverse maaifeeta-

tions of scientific thought, generating each in turn only to

bring forth the revision ani transformation of each, there

is the unerlyin invariant that loosely may be named scien-

tific methoe ell more precisely, I think, would be designated

as the dynamic structure of inquiring ietellicence. For,

as has been seen, it is the desire to un.lerstend thet results

both in the heuristic structure of classical procedure and

in the complementary structure of statistical inveetic.aionl

and it is the nature of insight that accounts for the six

canons of selection, operatioes, relevance, parsimony, com-

plete expialation, ad statistical recidues, in accord with

which the heuristic structures generate the series of

scientific theories and systems. Now our premise is to be,

not the variable contents of the sciences, but the invariant

fortes governing scientific investiL;ation. It follows that

the design of the universe, to which we shall conclude, will

enjoy the ievariance of the premise which we shall invoke,

1 have said that our account will be

only relativAT Live:lent, and the reason for this restric-

tion is plain enough. For our appeal '.ill be, not to the

structure of the human mind itself, but only to our account

of that structure. Just as the natural sciences are subject

to revision, so too one may expect our account Of inquiring

intelligence to be subjected to rearrangements, modifica-

tions, and leprovements. In the measure that such changes

will affect the premises of the preent argument, in the

same measure they will also affect the conclusions. Accord-

ingly, the worldview to be presented will be invariant,

0
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for it cannot be inopelileht of revisions of our a:alysis

of empirical method

In the fourth place, our acolint of L. v:orld4

view withiu the limits of empirical science 17111 not be com-

pleto in thts chapter. In tr:atin7 thr! canon of .prsim-Ney,

postponed the question e the validity of the notion of the

thing, In a 1ter chapter, that question will have to be met,

and then a fmrthr comple:%ent to tht- present account will be

added,

In tho fifth place, our account ;Nill not claim

to be deductive. Pe:haps one might argue in Arictly deduc-

tive fashion from the comoleefitary structure of Vie knowing

to the correspoAing co:nplementarity of the known. But, if

that procedure is possible, it also requires aa elaoration

that for present purposes vot3ld be exest:live. Accordinrly,

or apoeal will be to ins it. We snail boirl from the pro-

blem of shtrAng how both classical ail-I statistical laws can

coalesce i:to a single, unified tntelli ibilitv commensurate

with th, universe of	 experience. A4!einst this problem we

shall set our clue, namely, the s,Aleme of recurrence. On the

one hand, the rTorld of our experience is full of continuities,

oscilltions rhrthms, roitInos , alternation3, circulations,

regulilriti. On tAJ other hand, the scheme of re'currerloe

not only squares/ithis broad fact but also i relt-.ted Latim-

ately both to classical and to statistical laavs. For the

notion of the scheme emerges in the very formlation of the

canons of empirical method. Abstractly, the scheme itself

is a combination of classical laws. Concretely, schemes begin

- 152 -
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continue,	 .:1 cease to function in accord with staJetical

probabilities. Such is our clue, our iacipient leisic7ht. To

develop it we shall cllsider 1) tha notion of a colditioned

series of schemes of recurrence, 2) the erobability of a

single scheme, 3) the energent probability of a series of

schemes, and 4) the consequent cheracteristics of a world

order.

Mont42/ /ackyrt-..ecit.-

2.2/	 1he ection of the scheme of recurrence arose

then it mae noted that the diverging series of poAtive

conditions for an event might coil eneed in e elecla,

thet cese, a se!Aes of events, A, Bo C, 	  ,eo-11. be so re-

lated that the fulfilment of the conditions for aech woldd

be the occerrence of the oteers. Schemetically, than, the

scheme mie.,ht be represented by the seriee of coeditionals,

If A occurs, B eill occur; if B occurs, C will occur; if C

occurs, ...... A will recur, Such a circular ereae:ement

may involve ony number of terms, the possibility of ale:erne-

tive routes, and ie general, any degree of complexity.

Two instences of greeter complexity may be

noted. On the oea hand, a scheme might consist of a set of

almost complete circular erreeeements, of which aone ceuld

function alone yet all w).11d function if conjoined in an

inter(4.tdependent combination. On the other hand, schemes might

be complemented by defensive circles, so that if some event,

F, tended to upset the scheme, there would be some such se-

quence of conditions as, If F occurs, then G occu-s; if G

occurs, thenli occurs; if H occurs, than F is elimirrted.

In illustration of schemes of recurrence
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the reader may think of the planetary system, of the cir-

culation of wetee oeier +the surface of th., earth, olo, of the

nAtrocca cycle re!etliar to bioloeists, of the roetines of

animal life, or tfL. repetitive, economic rhythms of produc-

tion and exchaeee. In Illustration of scholee with (lefensive

circles, one may advert to eeneralized eeeilibria. Just as

a chain reaction J.:, a en:quietly° 'series of chenees termina-

ting in an explosive differences so a generalized evilibrium

is such a combinetiln of defensive circles that any chew°,

within a limite6 range, is offset by opposite chanees that

tend to restore the initial siteation. Thus, health in a

plant or animal is a generalized equilibrium; again, the bal-

ance of various forms Of plent and animal life rithin an

environment is a generalized equilibrium; again, ecolomic

process ms conceived by the older economists ae a enaerale.

teed equilibrium.

Hoeever, we are ccelceened„ not eith single

schemes, but iti a conditioned series of schemes: Lt us

say that the 5.eheeees, P, Q,	 form a coalitioned series,

If all prior members of the series must be functioning

actually for any later member to become a concrete poseibil-

ity. Thee, the scheme,?, can function though neither Q nor

R exist; the scheme, Q , can function, though R does not yet

exist; but Q cannot function unless P ie already function-

ing; and R. cannot reaction unless Q is already functioning.

Thus, by way, of a simple illuetration, one

may advert to the dietary .schemes of aeimals. All carnivorous

animals cannot live off other carnivorous animals. Hence,

a carnivorous, dietary scheme supposes alothor herbivorous,

-	
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dietary schene but, inversely, there could be herbivorous

animals without aly oarnivorous animals. Again, plants can-

lot in general live off aniffLas; th	 che-e of th;.lir nourish-

fnt involves chemical processes; and th(t scheme can func-

tion apart from the existence of aly anitrals. Fin:.11, chem-

ical cycls are not indooendent of physical las yet, in-

versely, th-i. lavis of physics can be combined into schemes of

recurrcr	 tAt iru iniep.)ndent of 'hemical processes,

such in brief.3st outline in the notion of

the conlition.:id series of selemes of recurrence. Let us seek

a slight increase in precisiou by 1r6Idag L thr.Defold lis-

tinction between 1) the -ossible se!'ition, 2) the probable

seriation and 3) the actual sedation.

The a4Jtua1 se-viation is Ttique. It clnsists

of the schemes that actually were, ar.e, or -will be f unction-

ing in our universe along with precise specificvions of

their places, their durations, and their relL'ions to one

another,

The probable seriation diff,ers from the

act„lal. For the actual liverge noa-sTItemtically from pro-

bability expectations. The, actual is the factual, but the

probable	 Hence, silhile the actual seriation has the

uniquene; 0i th.: Tatter of fact, the probable sriation has

to eihibit t1.1 cwAlative ramifications of probable alterna-

tives. Accordin4y, the probable seriation is not a single

series but a manifold of series. At each stage o:f road pro-
p

cess there 61,"6 a set of probable next stages, of which some

are more probable than others. The actual seriation includes
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only the stges that occur. The nro-hable seriatimn includes

all that o1d occur without systematic dive7Tence from

the probabilities.

The possible seriation i still mo!:e remote from

actuality. It includes all the schemes of recurrence that

could be flevi5ed from thc: clasA.cal las of our universe. It

orlerB them in a conditioned series that ranifies not only

along the linos of probable alternatives bat also ;.long lines

of mere possibility or negligible probability. It is equally

relevant to ou'i ,Apiverse ani to any other universe subject

to the samc cLszicl laws, no matter rhat its initial num-

bers, 4iversities, and distribution of elements.

Of the three seriatiohs, then, the possible ex-

hibits the greatest co2plexity avid variety. It depends sole-

ly on a consideration of classical las. It suffers from the

indeterminacy of the abstract, and so exhibits the process

of any universe with laws similar to ours. The probable ser-

iation depends on statistical as well as classical laws, and,

indeed, on the statitical lays that arise from the initial

or basic situation of our world. Still, if it is not as ab-

stract as the possible seriation, none th:.) lass, it is ideal.

For each mwent of world history, it assigns a most probable

future course. But it also assiEns a series of less probable

courses, and it has to ackovle4ge that any of these may

prove to bl the 2oct. Finalli, the actual seriation is unique,

but it purchasas its uniqueness by going beyond the field of

all laps, classical and statistical, and entering the field

of observation, in which alone non-systematic divergences
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,ue oetline of the notion of' a coeditioned

series of schemes of recurrence supposes that one can attri-

bute a probability to the emergen.co and to the survival of a

scheme of recurrence. hoeever, our account of probability

has been in terms of the froqueacy, not of schemes, but of

events. ileve schemes any probability? If they have, is there

a distinct probability for their emergence and another for

their survival? such eueeions mmt be met:-

Coneidee	 set of events of the types, A,

Bp	 end a world Litetetion in htch they possess res-

pectively the probAalities, 2,a,r,. .. • Then by	 eeneral

rule of probchility theory, tho probability of the occurrence

of all the eeato in the set will be the eroductAS

of their respective probabilities.

Nov let us add a further assaeption. Let
1 us suppose that the. set of events, A,B,C,.... satisfy a eon-

ditioned scheme of rcarrences say Ko in a e.orld situation

in which the scheme, KI is not functioning but, in virtue of

from probability are detereinate.

?-4174.44

0

the fulfilment of prior conditions, could beein to function.

Then, if A weee to occur, B woulA occur. If B weee to occur,

C wold occur. If C weee to ocewes 	  A wneld occur. In

brief, if any of the events in the set eere to occurs then,

other things being equal, the rest of the events in the set

would follow.

In this case, we may suppose that the

probabilities of the single events are respectively the same
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as before, but ee eeenot suppose that tle probability of

the combinetien of all event iv the set is the same as be-

fore. As is easily to be seen, the concrete poesibility of

a scheme beginaing to function shifts the probability of

the combinKtiou from the product, ma., to the sum,

p + q+ r 4 	  For, in virtue of the shne, it no is

true that A and B and C end 	  ,ill occur, if either A

or B or C or	 occur; and by a general rnle of probabil-

ity theory, the probability of a set of alternetives is

equal to the sum of the probebilities of the alternatives.

Now a sum of a set of proper freetions,

is always greater than the product of tha sane fractions. But

a probability is a proper frection. It folloys that Then the

prior condition for the functionine of a :celeme of recurrence

are satisfied, then the probability of the combinetion of

events, clee:titutive of the scheme, leap from a product of

fractions to a sum of fractions.

There exists, then, a probability of emergence

for a scheme of recurrence. That probability consists in the

sum of the respectieee probabilities of all the events included

in the scheme, and it erises as soon as the prior conditions

for the functioning of the scheme are satisfied.

There also exits a probability for the sur-

vival of schemes that have begun to function. For, of itself,

a scheme tends to assure its awn perpetuity. The positive con-

ditions for the occurrence of its component events reside in

the occurrence of those events. Even negative conditions, with-

in limited ranges, can be provided for by the development of

defensive circles. None the less, the perpetuity of a scheme
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is not necessary. Just as classical laws are subject to the

proviso, other things being egeel, o also aee the schemes

constitited L. coebinations of clasaicol lets; an whether

or not ot.her	 continle to be °cilia, is a question

that admits al anseer only in te:ins of statistical laws.

Accordingly, the probability of the survival of a scheme of

recurrence ie the probability of the non-oceerreace of any

of the events that 7.'oeld disrept the scheme.

Pra-tx
2.4/	 0 There heft been formulated the notion of a con-

ditioned series of schemes of recurrence and, as vela, the

general sense in which one can speak of the probability of

the emergence and the survival of sielgla schemes. From these

considerations there aow comes to light the notion of an

emergent probability. For the actual functlmaing of earlier

schemes in the series fulfills the conditions for the possi-

bility of the fonctiouing of later schemes. As such condi-

tions are fulfilled, the probability of the combination of

the compoueat eveets in a scheme jueps from a rroduct of a

set of proper fractions to the sum of those proper fractions.

But, what is probable, sooner or later occurs. Thee it occurs,

a probability* of emergence is replaced by a probability of

survival; and as long as the scheme survives, it is in its

turn fulfilling conditions for the possibility of still later

schemes in the series.

Such Is the general notion of emergent pro-

bability. It results from the combination of the coaditioned

series of schemes with their respective probabilities of

emergence and survival. While by itself it is extremely

159-
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jejune, it possesses rather remarkable potentialities of

exlaanstion. These must now be indicated in ()stile°, and so

we attempt bri t consideratiors of the significanee for

emergent probability of spatial distribution, absolute num-

bers, long intervals of time, selection, r;tability, and

development.

'.711 notion of a conditioned series of schemes

involves spstial concentrations, For eash later set of

schemes becomes possible in the places where earlier schemes

are already functioning. Accordingly, the most elementary

schemes, which are earliest is the series, can occur any-

where in the initial distribution of materials. but the

second batch can occur oily where the first have in fact

occurred, the third can occur only there the secoad have in

fact occurred, an so on. Moreover, since the realization

of the schemes is in accord sith the probabilities, which

may be low, one cannot erpect all possibilities to be actuated,

Hence, elementary schemes will not be as frequent as they

cold bs, to narrow the possible basis for ,-the_lns at the

second renosre. These ill not be as frequent as they could

be, to narrow again the possible basis for schemes at the

third ressove, aal so forth. It follows that, however wide-

spread the realizetion of elementary schemes, there will be

a succession of constrictions of the volumes of space in

which later schemes can be reund. Similarly, it follows that

the points, so to speak, of greatest and least constriction

occur where the probabilities of emergence of the next set

of schemes are respectively the lowest and the highest,

Finally,, it follows that, since the latest schemes in the

"
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series have thl greatest aumber of conditions to be ful-

filled, their o-urrence will be limited to a relatively

slall number of places.

Secon117, there is tho significance of absolute

numbers. Par large nui0)ers offcet low probabilities. What

OCCUTE once on a million occr.cions, is to b expected a

million tmes on a million million oc(:asions. liov: the mini-

mm probability portains to the latest rchemes in the series,

for their eLlari:etice suppoces the emergence of all earlier

sehiyaes. It follows thnt the loer the probability of the

last schere of the c;ourlitlorn,A series, th g-3tor must be

luhers in which elementary schemes

can be reatzA. In brief, the size of a universe is inverse-

ly proportionate to the probability of its ultimate schemes

of recurrence.

Thirdly, there is the sZnificance of long in-

tervals of time. No matt e r how great the universe ao.1 how

widespread the functioning of eleoeltary schemes, there is

an increasifig concentration of the spatial volTles Fl which

later schemes can be I.ealized. Sooner or later, the initial

benefit of large nul7bers is lost by the successive narrow-

ing of the basis for further developments. But at this point

long intervals of time 'become siir;nificant. just as a million

million stnultaneous possibilities yield a million probable

realizations, whose probability is one in a million, so also

a million million successive possibilities yield a million

probable realizations unler the same expectstioq.

•Fourthlys -there is a selective significance

attached to the distinction between probabilities of emer-
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gence and peobbilities of survival. If both are low, the

occurrence of the iflheme will be both rare ;led fleeting, rf

both are high, trio occurrogces will be both coemen and en-

during. If the probability of emergeice is low enel that of

survival is high, the scheme is to be expected to be rare

but enduring. Finally, te the ofelosite cese, the expectation

is that the scheme will be common but fleeting.

Fifthly, this selectivity has its significance

for stability. The functioning of later schemes depends upon

the functioning of earlier schemes, FO that if the earlier.

collapse, then the later rill collapse as eell. It follows

that the line of maximum stability  woeld be of common and

endering schemes while the line of minimum stability would

be of rare and fleeting schemes.

Cieethly, no less than stability, the possibili-

ty of development must be coaeldered. Unfortunetely, these

two can cee:Itct, ehemes with high probabilities of sur-

vival tend to Imprison materials in their on roetiaes. They

provide a highly stable basis for leter sc'hemes, but they

also tend to prevent later schemes from emerging, A solution

to this problem would be for the eerlier coeditioning schemes

to have a high probability of emergence but a low probability

of survival. They volld form a floating populetion, on which

later schemes could successively depend. Because their pro-

bability of survival is	 they would readily surrender

materials to give later schemes the opportunity to emerge.

Because their probability of emergence was high, they would

readily be available to fulfilt the editions for the func-

tioning of later schemes.
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Neeness to say, the foregoing comirle.!'ations

are extremely rudimentary. They pre lleAted to the emergent

probability e' eny coad!tioaed eories of sehenes of recurrence.

They make nl effoit towards developing that notion in the

direction of its epelication to the cenditions of tiv? emer-

gence and zervival of modez of living. Hovever, while abso-

lutely such a feller expoeltion v:(1A9 be desieable, still

it has no place in a merely rweric accouat of e,orld order.

For the premise of a generic account is, not the c-etent of

the natural sciences, bat the •possibility and validity of

their assumptions and method.

The point ee are endetvoring to make, rithin

the limits of our narrow premise, is that the notion of emer-

gent probability is explanatory. Intelligent inquiry aims at

insight. But classical la's alone offer no ieeight into num-

bers, distributions, concentrations, time intervals, selec-

tivity, uncertain etability, or (levelopment. On the contrary,

they abstract from et-M instance, tfo plece, the time, aad

the concr	 coild'itIlns of actual functiminc.	 ain, sta-

tistical las, as a mere aggregate, affirm in various cases

the ideal frequeacy of the oceurrenee of events. They make

no pretence to explaining yhy the 'eare so	 kinds of

events or why each hind has the frequency attributed to it.

To reach explanation on this level) it is necessary to effect

the concrete synthesis of elassical laws into a conditioned

series of schemes of recurrence, to establish that such

schemes, as combinations of events, acquire first a probabili-

ty of emergence and then a probability of survival through
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th,. realization of tae coilditioned series, anl finally to

grasp that, if such a series of scheTes is being realized in

accord vith probabilities, then there 13 available a general

principle that promises anEv'ers to questions about the rea-

son for numbers and el.stributions, concentrations and time

intervals, selactivity t,nd uncertain stability, i volopment

and break-downs. To work out the ansrers )e.:.tains to the

natural sciewes. To grasp that energent probability is an

explanatoTz idea, is to know that is meant wl:en our objective

was characterized as a geeric, relatively inwr.lant, and

inco-Inlete ;?,ccouut of the 1.-lanent intolligiblity, the order,

the design of the universe of our experi,ence.

?-644/Z5:7
Tlere reme;ins t	 task of rorking out the

generic properties of a ..vorld process ia which the order or

design is constituted by e4lergent probability. This we shall

attempt in two main steps. First, we shall sumfu,rize the

essentials of .the notion of emergent probability. Secondly,

we shall enumerate the consequences of that notion to be

verified in world process.

The essentials of tne notion of .emergent

probabtlity may be indicated in the following series of

assertions.

1. An event in what is to be nown by aw..wering

ne0 to such questions as; Did it happen?

Is it occurring? Will it occur?

2. World process is a spatio-temporal manifold of

events. La ()tiler words, there are many events
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and each has its place and time.

3, Events are of kines. Not every eeent is e ner species,

else there could be neither classical nor statistical

laws.

4. Events are recerrent. There are miley events of each kind,

and all al--) not at the same time.

5. There are reellarly recurrent events. This regularity

is understood, inasmuch a combiaations of classical

laws yield schemes of recurrence. echemes are circular

relietionships beteeen eveets of kinds, such that if the

events occur once in virtue of the circelar relationships

then, other thins beine equal, tney keep on recurring

indefinitely.

6. Schemes cen be arrenged in a conditioned re?ries, such

that the earlier cen function eithout the emergence of

the later, but the later cannot emerge or function unless

the earlier alreedy are functioning.

7. Coebinations of events posseres a probability, and that

probability jumps, firrt Thonascheme becomes concretely

possible in virtue of thr; fulfilment of its prior condi-

tions, anl secondly when the scheme begins rctually to

fuactioe..

8. The actuel feeqeelcies of events of each kind in each

place and at each time do not diverge systematically

from their probabilities, aoever, actual frequencies

may diverge nen-systemetically from probabilities, and

that non -systematic divergence is chance. Accordingly,
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probability and chance are 1istinct

and are not to be crinfused.

9. Emergent probability is the success-

ive realization in tlxord ,Nith success-

ive schedules of ii-obhLility of a con-

tioned seris of 3chovs of recurrence.

0

''•••=o+

The consequent properties of a vorld process, in

whiCh the design is emergent probability, run as follows;

1, There is a saccession of v,•orld situa-

tions. L';ach is characterized 1) by the

schwes of reurrence actually function-

ing, 2) by the further scnees that now

. have become concretely possible, and

3) by the current schedule of proba-

bilities of survival for existing schemes

and of probabilities of emergence for

concretely possible schemes,

2, World process is open. It is a success-

ion of probable •ealizations of possi-

bilities. lienu:, it does !tot run along

•	 the iron rails laid down by determin-

ists nor, on the other hand, is it a

non-intelligible morass of merely

ellcoace events,

. 3. World process is increasingly system-

atic. For it is the successive realiza-

tion of a conditioned series of set-Imes

, of recurrences and the further the

- 166 '
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series of schemes is rlaliedl. th ;reter the systematiza-

tion to Which events arr, subjectod,

4 , The increasirIgly systr2natic chLracter of rorld process

is assured. '!o mater hov. .tlight the probability of the
A

realization of the mo.' fleveloped and most conditioned

scheTes, the emerEence of those schemes can be assured by

sufficiently iocre&Ari abso1ut'2 no-lleps LJid sut71cient1y

prolonging intervals of tine. For actqal frequencies do

not diverge systemticaly from prailitier; but the

gr-or the .)11mbers ard'Ite longer

th clearer tby.! need for E. syst,mttic intE:rvtion to

prevent the prolv.ble from ocurring.

5. The r.>; i!ficree of tn) iittai DI basic 7,or1d situation

is 11r1t.:4 to t'(Ji ossihilities it contains and to the pro-

babilities it assigns .its po;:sitIlities. By th.c initial

world situ a tion is ment th sittion that is first in

time; by th tr.sic vorl(J situatioo iF meant tn;

prolohation through timo of initial mIditions, •such as

arises, for instancs, il certain contemporry hypotheses

of co;Itinuous cre7iti3n.

In eithr case, what is significrnt re,Ades in

possibilities t:.n(. their probabilities, for in all its

sties, world process ir the pr&bable realiation of

possibilities. thile the :!4-e-t:.iL;t wry11:1 •e:i.re full

:hforoation, c7act to tirit nth decimal place, on his tai-

tial or basic situttiw, the alvocate of eLergent pro-

bability is quite satisfied 7:ith any initial situation in

which thl :r,ost ,aomentary schemes can emerge and probably

will emerge in sufficient numbers to sustain the subse-

.7. 167 -
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quent

6, V:OrLi pros adUts	 dIfferco.tlation. It en-

vi' g; the totality of pof;sibflitie ,ierinoci by class-

ical laYs. It realizes :;11,	 1:i accord with

Ats ouco)sAve soh(H11,,,,s of „YrobfiLliti.

s,Ifficlent	 :tAffiat ti.t.1%40	 ollpht
v

probebAlitles 1),.cofflo

-7. V;orld I-7oce:311 Aiaits brok-lowls. 	 qo :-ichelno has more

thnn a orobility o7i i1v1, 	 lvt: there is for every

r.clie	 so:AY) !,):..obabillty ).f' a b.!'ea-.1o:i.;	 oia!:te 9ar1ilr

c7viditioa late 3,Jite,A,L,::, a brICA-oa of the for-
sft.g;
(34.ttc th iwak-rlown of ',1-12 ia,;ter.

8. pro:Aes	 1)11nd	 r..4-1e,?,s with a

prqkAllity of F:;ii4.1. 	 prl'obbAlity of

o	 a;;;i.0:er.)	 L.!;1,:. to bind

t.41 :44tm13 fw ti p. ibility

of	 t-ul so to block ti Yt::3, to i11 thnolop-

nt.

9. Th li'Atijr a .c!me 11;	 th,2,1 col1J1.ohei :;f:Yrit	 the

lurroer is	 distrMtion. Por actual reidization is

frevent tha:1	 c3norc	 L.i.t1 	 and each

LitoT s,it of	 poLsible cyJy rhare

10. Th riu	 lasis for	 ,.pnerJ() of .each later

st;	 ne yd. 7:o i3v,Dliq long intat-

vals	 t1144. Fol' Li thi 	 thc alerwAlvo of large

Ui	 is excllidl.

11. Th, ,grcatv the pvobabilities of blind alleys and break-

-168-
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downs, the greater must be the initial absolute numbers,

if the realization of the whole series of schemes is to

be assured. For in this case the device of long time in-

tervals might not be efficacioes. Blind alleys with their

inert routines could last for extremely long periods and,

when they suffered break-downs, they might result in an-

other blind alley. Agaie, a situation which led to some

developmest only to suffer break-down might merely repeat

this process more frequently in a longer interval of time.

On the other hand, the effect of large initial numbers is

to assure at least one situation in which the whole series

of schemes will vin through.

12. The foregoing properties of world process are generic.

They assume that there are laws of the classical type, but

they do not assume the determinate content of any serticu-

lar classical lar. They assume that cicssical laws can be

combined into the circular relationships of schemes, but

they do not venture to analyxe the structure of any scheme

whatever. They assume that there are statistical laws,

but there is no assumption of thn deterninate cat of

any stetistical law.

Loreever, these properties are relatively in-

variant. They rest on the scientist's necessary presup-

position that there are classical and statistical las to

be determined. But they in no ray premludge the determina-

tion of those lays nor the manner in which they are to be

combined to yield schemes of recurrence and their success-

ive probabilities. It follows that the foregoing pro-

perties of world process cannot be upset by any mnoe.nt of

- 169 - 
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scientific rora in the determination of classical or

statistical lars.

Again, these properties are e4lanatory of world

process. They reveal an order, a design, an intelligibility.

For they accoant in generic fashioni for numbers and time

intervals, for distributions and concent.rations, for blind

alleys and break-downs, for enormous difrerentiation, for

incTeasing systematization, for stability without necessity,

for assuraace without determinism, for development without

chance.

Finally, the intelligibility, offered by the

explanation, is immanent in rorld process. It exhib:Its the

inner design of world process es an emergent probability, and

from that design it concludes to the outstanding, generic

features of taal same process. Accordingly, since empirical

method aims at such an iamanent intelligibility, emergent

probability is a view of world order within the limits of

empirical method. As we began by iavitina the reader to

grasp the intelligibility immanent in the image of a cart-

wheel, so nor te are inviting him to perform again the same

kind of act. Tha.oAly difference is that, for the image of

the cart-w:aaal, ha AOW must substitute the main features of

the universe of our experience.

0
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The Complementarily of Classical and Statistical Investigations

.nere le	 clarificatioa of ideas through

contrast Ath their opeosites. Is .3 have argued that an

acceptance of both claselcal and statistical laws leads to

some such world view as emergent probability, so now ro have

to see how different methodological positions reeJlt in

different world views.

3.1/	 Aristotle recog_lized both natural laws and

statistical ;'sids. But his natural laws lumped together

ta primitive clefusion not only classical laws and schemes

of recurrence but also an elemeet or espect of stetistical

lays. His distinction wac between the necessary and the con-

tingent. The necessary was that always happens, as in the

movements of the stars. The coetilgent was what usnally hap-

pens; thus, esaally, heavy bodies fall to the earth but, some-

times, they are propped up and so do not fall.

Not oely did Aristotle fail to grasp the

abstract lays of nature of the classical type, but ex-

plicitly he repudiated the possibility of a theory of pro-

bability. Fort him all terrestrial events vei re coetiegent.

No debt, effect follows from cause; but it does so, only

if some other cause does not intervene; and such interven-
.2t-Lei,	 nAV,

tion is a my2 (IflcidenceiqqAtAcz-,n be traced back to earlier
(14.4 401	 "

coincideneee P1,o,e the earlier co5..ncidances one can regressA

to still earlier coincidences; but one can never get out of

the category of the merely coincidental, and within that

category there is nothing to be grasped by any science.

Hence, while Aristotle recognized statistical residues and
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concrete patterns of diverging series of conditions, he had

no theory of probability to bring them to heel Isthin the

field of scientific knowledge.

Still, Aristotle had no iltention of allosing

terrestrial process to bog ,down in a mare morass of coinci-

dental interferences. To exorcize sUch entropy, he argued

from seasonal vartytions to the isfluence of celstial bodies

upo 1 terrestrial activities. Because the sun an.I moon, the

planets and stars, operated necessarily; because they operated

from successively different positions: they supplied him

with a sufficient ground and cause for the periodicity and

perpetuity of ti?rrestrial chsle. In this fashion there arose

his notion of an eternal heaven, an eternal earth, and an

eternal cyclic recurrence.

Emergent probability Jiffers from the Aristotel-

ian world view, because it rests on a different notion of

science and of law. Clas ical la's :re abstract. The alleger!

necessary movements of the heavens are merely schemes of re-

currence that arose through the unfolding of probabilities

and will survive in accord Dith probabilities. The regulari-

ties of terrestrial process are essentially similar, though

here the schemes are more complex and the probabilities lower.

FisElly, eternal cyclic recurrence vanishes and in its place

thsse comes the successive realization, in accord with

successive schedules of probabilities, of a conditioned

series of ever more complex ssnemes of recurrence. It is not

celestial necessity that assures the success of terrestrial

process, but •imersent probability that provides the design

of all process; and that design is not an eternal, cyclic

ar, n,l72 
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recurrence, but the realization through probability of a

conditioned series of ever more developed sethemes.

77v2 qtt,a4_ A4162 ,
3.3/	 Galileo discovered our law of falling bodies,

but he failed to recogeize its abstractness. Correctly, he

grasped that explenation lies beyond description, that the

relations of things to our senses must be transcended, that

the reletions of things to one another must be grasped, and

that a geometrization of nature is the key tool in perform-

ing this task. Still Galileo did not cast his methodological

discoveries in the foregoing terms. Instea of speaking of

the relations of things to our senses, he spoke of t.:kv) mere-

ly apparent, secondary qualities of things. Instead of speak-

ing of the relations of things to oe another, he spoke of

their real and objective primary qualities, and these he con-

ceived tr; th mathematical dimensions of matter in motion.

Thus Galilean methodology is penetrated with

philosophic assunptions about reality and objectivity and,

unfortunately, those assurlptions are not too happy. Their

influence is evident in Descartes. Their ambiguities appear

in Hobbes and Locke, Berkley and Hume. Their final inadequacy

becomes clear in Kant, 'here the real and objective bodies

of Galilean thought prove to constitute no more than a phenom-

enal world.

Hitherto, on the other hand, our procedure

has been to prescind severely from philosophic questions

about reality and objectivity. In due course we shall have

to meet them. But our present concern is the fact that Galil-

ean laws of nature are not conceived in abstraction from

sensible or, at let, imaginable elements and, consequently,
- 173 -
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that the Callleaa law stands in the field, ent of our abstract

claseical laws, but rather of our sceeees of recureence in which

abstract laws eel	 _nuble elements can corehine,

F:r'o LiI.cencreteness of the conception of natural

laws there folloas a tiJofold coosequence. Oa the ono hand, there

arises the hostility of incomprehension against statistical laws.

On the other hand, there resuls a mechanistic vice. of the eal—

verse. For, in the abstract, classical lees eossess leiversality

and necessity. The Galilean ackeowledges this universality mad

necessity but cannot recognize its abstractaess. For him, it is

attached immediately to imaginable particles or an leaeinalele

ether or both. For him, it is already concrete, and so it I ot
pea kaa.,

in need of further determinations to reach concreteness. Fteds.t4teek,

the further determinations, which eould be nonesyetematically

relatsA to one another, simply do not exist, Accordingly, since

he has no doubt of the existence of classical laws, he cannot but

regard statistical lays as mere formulations of or fglorence,

There is some vest aasregate of discrete or continuous but imagin-

able elements; they are subject to universal anl neclssv.7 laws;

and the business of the scientist is the hand task of determining
etat

those laws and so predicting that cannot occur.

Moreover, within this coetext, the negation of'

statistical laws involves mechanism. A machine is a set of tnag-

inable parts, each. of ehich stands in determinate systematic

relations to all the others. In like manner, the universe,

implicit in Galilean methodology, is an aggregate of

imaginable parts and each is related systematically to

- 174 -
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all the others. The sole difference is that, apart from the

macWae, there are other imaginable elements that can inter-

fere with Ats oneration, but apart from the universe of.

imaginable eleseete, what imaginable tlterventions can there

arise? Mechanism accordinEly becomes a determinism.

Until recently, this Galilean view has been

dominant ta scientific circles. It easily survived the rather

veiled implicotions of Darwinism. But it seems to have suffer-

ed a critsaing wound from the overt claims of Quantum Mechan-

ics. Our argument, horever, moves on a different terrain. It

appeals to Darwinism and to Quantum Mechanics only as illus-

trations of scientific intelligence. It 'roper premises lie

in the dynamic structure of empirical inquiry and in the

canons that govern its unfolding. In thet field it has noticed

that abstraction is not impoverishine but enriching, that in

the senee of enriching abstraction cles:ical lass are ab-

stract, that a systematic unification of elessical lays does

not imply the possibility of imesinative synthesis, that the

coneentratiee of systematic relationships in the abetract

field leavees the further determinations, needed for concrete

applicetimas, non-syetemetically reletei to one another. It

follows th&t classical and statistical laTe, so far from be-

ing opposed, are complementary. It follows that the regular-

ities of our universe result, not from classical laws alone,

but from the combination of such laws with suitable con-

stellations of concrete circumstences. Finally, it tailors

that these schemes of recurrence - just as the machines

that men make - emerge anl function, survive and vanish, in

accord with the successive schedules of probabilities for
- 175 -
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tho re t. 	 o' a corilitiond series of schemes,

3.3	 There are those thrt date the darn of human in-

telligence frol the public&tion of Darwin's Origin of Species 

in 1859. Ia fct, thovn the work .7k)OE not contEin any sys-

temEtic statement of methodological founrlations, it ,ioos

pr3sr3nt the outstand!ng intanc of th7., emplont of pro-

bability as a Ilriaoiple of	 For, i the first

place, Dar-:.11.sm proposes to explain. It offers to tell why

species difZer, thy they are found in their observable

spatio-temporP1 distributions, v!hy the nwrbers in each species

increase, or reNain cry.int, or diminish even to the point

of extinction. In th? socond place, the eyolanation r resents

an intelligibility immanent in the data; grounded in similari-

ties and differences, tl numbers and tlieir rates of change,

in distributions over tha surface of 1-JA oath s id throL01

the epochs of geology. En the third pL:te, this immanent in-

telligibility differs radically from the immanent intelligi-

bility offered, for instnIce, by Newton's theory of universal

gravitation or Laplace's affirmation of a sinle Tathomatical

for; ila by .Anich a suitably endoved	 mic:ht deduce

any world situation from complet-a infonation on a st,glo

situalon, :For '1,?. follower of Laplace cannot rch any

determinat 	ncions, unless he is provided rith fully

accurate info7inntion on the basic situatlon. But the follorer

of Darwin is indifferent to the details of his basic situa-

tion, and he obtains his conclw;ions by appealing to the

natural selection of chance variations that arise in any of a

large variety of terrestrial processes from any of a large

-variety of initial situations.

.17A-
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It is not difficolt to liscera in Dar'n's

natural selection of chancie va7lations a particular case of

a more general form!Ala. For it is not thi. si'vle, isolated

variation but rather a combination of variations that is

si;;nificant far the evolutionary -irocess. Again, -hile such

ccrIbinations of variations may be attributed ti chance, in

the sense that the biologist is concerned, not J.1",h efficient

causality, but JJh an i-A2anent intelligibility, still, whPt

is significa.nt for evolution is the probability of emergence

of such combinations of variations and not Th,:3 non-systematic

- divergence from their probability, which is our mqaning of

the name, chance. Finally, as chance variation is an in-

stance of probability of emergence, so natural selection is

an instance of probability of survival. Vtificial selection

is the work of the breeder, who mates the plants or animals

possessing the cha7!acteristics he wishes to encouri,ge. Natur-

al selection is the work of nature, which gives a shorter

life expectancy and so less frequent litters to the types

that are less Yell equipped to fend for themsAyes. Still,

nature effects this &election, not with the exact predicta-

bility of the chancing phases of the moon, but only by a

general tfilonv that admits excalations and that increases

in effic ac y with the increase of numbers an the prolonga-

tion of t1m intervals, In a ord, natural selection means

survival in accord with the probabilities.

Moreovr, these combinations of variations,

which possess probabilities of smerL,ence and of survival,

are relevant to schemes of recurrence, For the concrete

living of any plant or animal may be retarded as a set of

- 177 -
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sequences or eperatioes. =Iich opeeatioas are of kieels: there

are many e the same Aind: end those of the same kind occur

at different.tme3. Thera are, thee, la (JaCIA eet of sequences

recurrent operetioas, and Uae regelerity of til;) recurrence

reveals the existence an fuuct:oning of echeme.

Within such schemes the plant or lima is

only a component. The Thole schematic circle o':7 events does

not occur within the living:, thing, but ioes beyond it into

the environment from e:hch sustenance is von; and irito

which offspring ere born, No doubt, the hlther the trpe, the

greater the coreelecity and the 4reeter the proportion of

significant events that Occur 7ithin the anieul, but this

greater cemelexity only an that tee lneyer circle connects

a series of leseer and incoeplete eircles. The wescellar cir-

chletion ocezeiee withia the animcl, but it depends upon the

digestive ey3tem„ e;hich depends upon. the ar:ima1!.3 capacity

to. deal 'with its envIronment and, in turn, that calxcity de-

pends on the growth and nourishment secured by the vascular

system.

Again, the plant or aeimal is a cmponent for

a range of schemes. Unlike the elanets 7,h1Ch stick to their

courses in the solar system, and like the electrons vtich

may be imagined to hop from one orbit to anether, the plant

or animal enters tato any of a ranee of sots of alternative

schemes. This rane is limited by immaent strueture and

capacity. Still, though it is limited, it remains oven to

alternatives. For without chanre of structu':e or of basic

capacity, the plant or animal continues to survive within
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some var-.: 	 temneratnre and pressure, of eircum-

ambient rato7 or kir, or sunlight arid sol.s or th3 floating

population of other plants or animals ci 1,,hieh it lives.

At thiF pnl_nt, however, 'Al': difficasbe-

tween Darr'inism and emerpent probal)ility begin to come to

light. Finer ont orobability afri,is a co tdit i d sedes of

schemes of recurrence that are realized i... $1c,,n-d with

successive scheduler: of orotT.hilities, Dar-iirm„ on the

other hand, affirms a conditioned series or opecios of things

to be realized in ceNr‘d with sliceesive sollcyis of pro-

bability. The t o views atre pa;-c,11e1 lu tìi-i fol truc-

tures. They are raLt-, iniueh	 ode:, of livin: th4n7c

ap,;rge and Puletion within marls or altermtive sets of

schemes of recurrence. Anne the 1.ens, there is a profound

difference. i/r Darwinir: probabilities of e.71Trgence ad sur-

vival	 ,,11 20 scnonP:s of r,J-urnifice, Ìut unlerlying

notential coonentS for any 5.,cames within a limited ranges

and the Dar.,irlian serils of species is a sequence of hiher

potentialities that exhibit their development by thAr

capacity to function in ever gretur ranges of ;4tornative

sets of ;2.chemos.

This difference prompts	 to recall that

the present Recount of mergent probability did not aim at

completeness. Ve had not raised the question, That are things?

Te had not determined whether there is an answer to that

question that satisfies the scientific canon of parsimony.

Accordingly, -we presented emergent nrobability in the present

chapter with the qualification that later, when the notion   
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of thine hacl	 invostited, thir.e light be neled a

fu7t)ler )V .o -' 	 of the 2n1ysis.

Dar, iilm	 qecesity of such

a further dev,..Aolat. Acco!idinly, if a satif%cory notion

Of the thi:Ir: can be reachcid, th,:-ie will arise 910 follow-

ing re,Hstion	 Are t_lings potential consaentt,	 ra7tves

of schemes of recurrolice? Are they va-iablo in t11,--,se poten-

tialities? Are such varia,tions of pot(eutiality capable of

transmission? Is there a s-!r1e!3 of cobinationsans-

missible varitions of potentiality? Are thorc! the ap2ro-

priate, successive schedules of P,...obliities for the emer-

gence and the survival of the series of co7binations of

transmissible variations of potentiality? Finlly„ if these

questions can be anTered affirmatively, cen	 nffir-

mations	 o•) general, lethool%ical

0

3.4 Indeterminism.

By indeterminism is meant a contemporary tendency

that owes its oPtgbheorigin to the verified equations of Quantum
_

Mechanics but goes beyond its source inasmuch as it pronounces

on the nature of scientific knowledge and even on philosophic

issues. While it is opposed radically to mechanical determinism,

its positive features do not admit summary description and, perhaps,)

our purpose will best be served by discussing successively a series

of issues.

First, as Galileo distinguished between merely

apparent secondary qualities and, on the other hand, the real and

objective dimensions of matter in motion, so too there are detetzt_,,

indeterminists that offer a somewhat parallel disclosure of the

- 180 -
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nature of reality. The old distinction between the real and the

apparent it retained, but now the real is microscopic and random,

while the merely apparent is the macroscopic in which classical

laws seem to be verified. However, we mention this issue only

to decline an immediate discussion. Later In a Philosophic con-

text we shall attempt an explanatory account of the almost endless

variety of views on 	 and objectivity. For the present we

shall have to be content with the Canon of parsimony. The scion-

tint bAfVutT may affirm what ho can verify and he may not affirm

what he cannot verify.

Secondly, indeterminists tend to reject the old

imaginable particles and muves and to favor some type of conceptual

symbolism. Hero again the issue is t1,1r- the precise nature of

reality but now, by appealing to the canon of parsimony, we can

reach two conclusions. On the one hand, it would seem that the

only possible verification of the imacined as imagined lies in a

corresponding sensation; accordingly, if the particles are too small

and the waves too subtle to be sensed as particles and waves, then

the particles at imagined and the waves as tnagined cannot be veri-

fied; and if they cannot be verified, they may not be affirmed by

the scientist. On the other hand, it is possible to verify con-

ceptual formulations if they possess sensible implications; for

in'the measure that an increasing number and tkvariety of such

implications are found to correspond to sensible experience, the

verification of the conceptual formulation is approached. Thus,

Special Relativity is said to be probable, not because many scien-

tists feel that they have had a fairly good look at a four-

dimensional space-time manifold, but because many scintists

working on different problems have found procetures and predictions
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based on Special Relativity to be highly. successful.

Thirdly, there occurs an argument from the haziness

of data to the ultimate unverifiability of classical laws. While

1 do not bollovc it to be cogent, it is well worth attention. For

it appeals to the criterion of verifiability; it rests on the solid

fact of the haziness of.data; and it does exclude mieconceptions

of the nature of classical laws.

To tecin, the haziness of data is not to be denied.

'What of itself is determinate never is a datum and always is a

conoopt, Of themselves, data may be said to be determinate materi-

ally or potentially; but they become determinate formally only in

the measure that they are subsumed under concepts; and this process

of oubsnmption can be prolonged indefinitely. Thus, a greater

formal deterrainato noes of data is possible as long as scientific

concepts can be rovieed to yield more precise objects for meaaure-

ment and as long as scientific techniques can be imtroved to make

measurements more accurate. But as lone; as a creator formal deter-

minatenoss is possible, the determinatenese that actually is attained

is conjoined, with an unspecified remainder of merely potential

determinateness, That unspecified remainder is the haziness of

data, and it will be with us as long as now concopts and more

accurate measurements are possible.

However, the haziness of data alone cannot prove

the unverifiability of classical laws. Locically, it is impossible

W!1,, for a valid conclusion to contain a term that does not appear

in the promises. More concretely, it could be true that, V!.111,0-'

whenever data became more determinate formally, now classical

laws were dir.covered; and in that case the haziness of data would

prove, not that classical laws wore unverifiable, but that existing

.classical laws mere always due to be revised in favor of other

0
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One comes closer to the issue when one argues

that classical laws are conceptual formulations, that they possess

all the precision and formal detorminataness of concepts, that

they cannot be stripped of that precision and dotorminateness

without ceasing to be classical laws. In  contrast, data are

irreducibly hazy. Because measuroments nnver can be accurate

to a decimal places, where n is as large as one pleases, classical •

laws never can be more than approximative. Their essential doter-

minacy is in radical conflict with the haziness of data; and so

clasnical laws essentially are ynverifiable.

Now this argument Is valid if classical laws are

interpreted concretely. For on concrete intorpretation,classical.

laws are supposed to state relations between data or between

elements in strict correspondence with, data. But there cannot

be completely determinate relations between essentially hazy

terms; and so' bid0 on concrete *Iinterpretation, classical lawsL
must be regarded as no more than approximative.

Still, there is no need to interpret classical

laws concretely. They can be statements of elements in abstract

system whore 1) the abstract system is constituted by implioitly

defined relations and terms, 2) the abstract oystem is connected

with data not directly but through the mediation of a complamentary

set of descriptive concepts, and 3) the laws of the abstract

system are said to be verified inasmuch as they assim limits

on which, other things being equal, vast varieties of data converge.•

On thin showing, the completely determinate relations of classical

laws are between the completely determinate terms they implicitly

define. This closed structure is referred to data through a set

of descriptive and so approximative concepts. Finally, the closed
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structure is proved relevant to data, not by exact coincidence,

but by ascigning the limits on which data convorge.

Fourthly, the affirmation of convorgonce is also

an admioolon of divergence. Is not that admission equivalent

to the statomont that ultimatoly classical laws are not verifiable?

Again, the issue is the precice naturo of verification

Xt hardly would be claimed that any singlo law wan not verified

becalm it did not account for the whole of our . experience. But

what can hold for single lawn, also can hold for the totality of

classical laws. Tho exiatence of the divorgonco proves that

classical laws are not the whole of our explanatory knowledge. But

though they are not the whole, they can be a part; and the classical

lems that in fact are such a part are the ones that are verified

in the sense that they assign the limits on which data do converge.

Fifthly, it is clainod that Quantum Mechanics is

the more general theory and that it includes, say, Newtonian

mechanics as a particular case.

Here I would suggest the rolovaace of a distinction

between logical inclusion and concrete application. X see no

. reanon for disputing the contention that Schriiiinaerls time

equation can plausibly. !Iv be sMnplifiod into Newton's second law

of motion. But it need not follow that the simplification has

no analogue in the world of events. On the contrary, it would

seem that such an analogue would exist if schemes of recurrence

were realized perfectly; and in that case it would scam difficult

to maintain that the accuracy of basic obscrrations was not the

tsa6\-14210\t--6Nth-6,x0auraci3resliotigalaca,

4131..tay, 'WM64—,11,/allottlozt„tataatandbuLtAVN.4>ed

tRiglIr,--taeritev6hcLthat/Ice4azo.--CteV6idgiteinuatt,Aatery--
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sole limit to the accuracy of predictions. More realistically,

in no far as schemes are not realized perfectly or perfect realiga-

tion cannot be ascertained, at least the rennon for objective

divagations or subjective icnorance would be assigned.

Sixthly, it may be argued that determinism must be

true or false and that we seem to be dodging the issue. But if

the disjunction is admitted, one finds oneself forced into philo-

sophic questions. At least in the present context, our contention

would be that the old determinism with its philosophic implications

has to give way to a new, purely methodological view that consists

in a developing anticipation of a determinate object.

Such a view wollld remain within the limits of

empirical science. It would distinguish between an antecedent

component of methodological assumptions and a consequent component

of probably verified laws and frequencies, Beth components would

be regarded as variable. The antecedent component develops;

initially it consists in such vague generalities as the assertion

that there is a reason for everything; subsequently, as science

advances, it taken on the increasing precision of ever more

accurately differentiated heuristic structures. Again, the oonm.

sequont component is subject to variation, for what is regarded as

verified at any time may be called into question and subjected to

revision. The concrete conjunction of the two components in the

minds of scientists constitutes at any time their anticipations

of a determinate object; and vihm, the components are undergoing

profound change, there naturally will bo some uncertainty in .

their anticipations.

On this view the old determinism was mistaken

not only because it was involved in philosophic issues but also

because it failed to envisage the pos sibility of development in
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in heuristic structures. It supposed trio universal validity of a

type of explanation that is possible only when schematic situations

are realized perfectly. It overloohed the possibility of a tyre of

explanation in whic'h the probabilities of the non-schematic account

for the emergent° of the schematic.

Indeterminism is true an a negation of the old deter-

minim. But it cannot escape the necessity of methodological

assumption° and precepts; it cannot 	Wprevent their conjunction

in thought with laws and frequencies that are regarded as verified;

and BO it cannot succeed even in delayinc the day when, from a new

viewpoint, sciontific anticipations once more will envisage a

determinate object to be known.

However, at the present time, there Is BOMO diffi-

culty in specifying in a universally acceptable fashion just what

is the determinate object that sci'mce is to anticipate. A student

of human knowledge can make suggestione that regard the antecedent

component, and no I have offered a unified view that anticipates

both the systematic and the non-systematic without excluding in

particular canon insight into concrete OtSAienig non-schematic

situations. The possibility of.wsned,concreto insight into the

non-ochematic situations of the subatomic order probably mill be

called into quention on both practical and theoretical grounds.

However, I do not propose to discus° this aspect of the issue,

principally because it regards the consequent component of methodo-

logical anticipations, but also became I believe all discucsions

of concrete possibility to suffer from a radical ambiguity. For

on any concrete issue further insight in always possible and, when

it occurs, what previously seemed impossible, turas out to be

quite feasible after all.
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4.	 Let us bring this ion chapter to an

end. It began from the problem of apparent duality that

from thr	 1stzs of two types of insiht, two heuristic

structures, 4.al two distinct methods of empirical investiga-

tion. There vas no question of eliminating tIrl duality, for

the direct and the,iesrted types of insight both occur.

There remained, then, the task of relating diverse pro-

cedures and results into a single thole. In a first section

It vas argued tht classical and statistical investigations

are complementary as ccvnitional activities. In a ,t7econd

section it was revealed how their results, wiltever their

precise content, can be cobined into a si:Igle .world view.

In a third section this world view was contrasted with

the Aristotelian, with that of mechanist determinism, with

the Darwinian view, and with contemporary tendencies to

Loffirm an indeterminism.' In the course of the argument the

problem of the thing an", with it, the problem of objec-

tivity b:Jeame inreasingly apparent. But before tackling

such large ilues, it will be well to broaden thl basis of

our operations and so we turn to the notions of space and

time.
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